Message from Group Director
Dear Students & my Colleagues,

“Be the Change”
This is a nostalgic moment for me to inherit such a strong and
successful legacy of Chameli Devi Group of Institutions
(CDGI). I extend my thanks and sincere regards to the
Chairman Shri Vinod Kumar Agarwalji, Vice-Chairman Shri
Snajay Kumar Agarwalji, and Coordinator, Shri Pramod K
Shrivastavaji, for giving me an opportunity to serve as Group
Director for this well-established reputed institution. I also
express my regards to all my learned predecessors, senior
colleagues, without the help of whom this would not have been
possible. I feel proud and privileged to serve you as a Group
Director.
I reach out to you in sharing our tireless efforts in grooming
future leaders, inspiring each student in shaping his/her
tomorrow and taking them to the threshold of the new
beginning of their professional career. I am overwhelmed to
greet you as GroupDirector of CDGI, and welcome you to be in
a highly professional environment, to aspire for a brighter
tomorrow, for we aim to groom quality human resources for the
Nation.
As I see my students climbing up the career ladder, on the path
of success as each year passes by, I thank my team of dedicated
faculty members and staff for their tireless efforts in grooming
each student in being the change.
Metamorphic transformation and changes are taking place in
the field of scienceand technology around the world that, what
you learn today, will not assure and guarantee you the job you
undertake and deliver tomorrow. Your mindset and

attitudeshould be attuned to every step you put forward, to
accept the changes taking place, at a faster pace in your domain
knowledge with the help of Artificial Intelligence, Automation
and Machine learning etc.
Each human is a storehouse of enthusiasm, efficacy and
enlightenment in transforming the dreams into reality, in
bringing the change, only if you have the conviction and
confidence to say, “Yes I can” and collectively ‘We Can”.
With this conviction we March Ahead, open new avenues for
learning and empowering the youth with knowledge,
innovation and better understanding. On this new dawn of
knowledge expansion we are excited to welcome you!

Come, and “Be the Change”!
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